Unlike creatures that walk, flying animals need to control their horizontal motion as well as their height above the ground. Research on insects, the first animals to evolve flight, has revealed several visual reflexes that are used to govern horizontal course. For example, insects orient toward prominent vertical features in their environment [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and generate compensatory reactions to both rotations [6, 7] and translations [1, [8] [9] [10] [11] of the visual world. Insects also avoid impending collisions by veering away from visual expansion [9, [12] [13] [14] . In contrast to this extensive understanding of the visual reflexes that regulate horizontal course, the sensory-motor mechanisms that animals use to control altitude are poorly understood. Using a 3D virtual reality environment, we found that Drosophila utilize three reflexes-edge tracking, wide-field stabilization, and expansion avoidance-to control altitude. By implementing a dynamic visual clamp, we found that flies do not regulate altitude by maintaining a fixed value of optic flow beneath them, as suggested by a recent model [15] . The results identify a means by which insects determine their absolute height above the ground and uncover a remarkable correspondence between the sensory-motor algorithms used to regulate motion in the horizontal and vertical domains.
Unlike creatures that walk, flying animals need to control their horizontal motion as well as their height above the ground. Research on insects, the first animals to evolve flight, has revealed several visual reflexes that are used to govern horizontal course. For example, insects orient toward prominent vertical features in their environment [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and generate compensatory reactions to both rotations [6, 7] and translations [1, [8] [9] [10] [11] of the visual world. Insects also avoid impending collisions by veering away from visual expansion [9, [12] [13] [14] . In contrast to this extensive understanding of the visual reflexes that regulate horizontal course, the sensory-motor mechanisms that animals use to control altitude are poorly understood. Using a 3D virtual reality environment, we found that Drosophila utilize three reflexes-edge tracking, wide-field stabilization, and expansion avoidance-to control altitude. By implementing a dynamic visual clamp, we found that flies do not regulate altitude by maintaining a fixed value of optic flow beneath them, as suggested by a recent model [15] . The results identify a means by which insects determine their absolute height above the ground and uncover a remarkable correspondence between the sensory-motor algorithms used to regulate motion in the horizontal and vertical domains.
Results
In order to fly stably, a bird, bat, or insect must not only maintain a fixed heading but must also choose to fly at some absolute altitude above the ground. A recent model of altitude control [15] posits that animals maintain a particular height by regulating lift so that the angular velocity of visual motion beneath them remains constant. The predictions of this ventral optic flow regulator model are consistent with both qualitative observations on flying insects [15] and recent experimental evidence showing that bees descend in height when presented with ventral regressive motion [16] . A control algorithm inspired by the ventral optic flow regulator is sufficient to stabilize the height of a miniature helicopter [15] . Despite this evidence, certain key predictions of the ventral optic flow regulator model have never been tested. In particular, the model predicts that lift should change sign at the particular value of ventral angular velocity that represents the set point of the regulator. To test whether free flying Drosophila use a ventral optic flow regulator to control their altitude, we tracked the 3D trajectories of individual flies as they flew within a rectangular tunnel while projecting computer-controlled sinusoidal gratings on the floor beneath them (Figure 1 ). Our real-time feedback system was programmed to create a visual clamp such that locomotioninduced changes in ventral optic flow were automatically cancelled and a specified magnitude and direction of visual motion were imposed. This technique (also called virtual open loop [11, 17] ) would amplify behavioral responses by eliminating the visual feedback resulting from any compensatory movement of the fly (see Movie S1 available online). Despite the sensitivity of the experiment, we found that flies exhibited no systematic change in altitude when presented with ventral angular velocities ranging from 2100 /s to 100 /s (Figures 2A-2G ). One possible explanation for these negative results is that the flies did not perceive the visual stimulus, perhaps because it was of insufficient contrast. This possibility is unlikely, however, because although changes in altitude were minor during our experiments, the flies responded robustly to the ventral visual motion by changing their ground speed ( Figure 2G ), as expected from prior studies of forward velocity control [1, 8, 11, 18] . We also repeated the experiments using sinusoidal gratings with a reduced spatial frequency (3-fold less) to test whether our original stimulus was suboptimal for eliciting a behavioral response. Under these conditions, the flies again exhibited no systematic change in altitude, whereas we observed even stronger changes in horizontal acceleration in response to changes in ventral flow velocity ( Figures 2H and  2I ). Thus, we can be certain that the flies could perceive and respond to the ventral visual motion, but they did not change altitude in a manner consistent with a ventral optic flow regulator. Given the success of models of fly motion-motion based on the Hassenstein-Reichardt correlator [6, 19, 20] , the fact that our results were independent of spatial frequency suggests that our findings should be robust for other visual patterns besides sinusoidal gratings.
Whereas the visual clamp experiment ( Figure 2 ) attempted to remove all visual contrast other than coherent motion of the sinusoidal gratings, various features in our apparatus such as the corners between the floor, walls, and ceiling undoubtedly provided cues that flies might use to stabilize altitude. One possible mechanism for maintaining a specific altitude is to keep horizontal edges near the eye equator, thereby adjusting height to that of prominent local features. To test this hypothesis explicitly, we projected stationary edges onto the long walls of the rectangular arena ( Figure 3A) at a range of different absolute heights and recorded the resulting 3D fly trajectories. As can be seen directly in both the raw trajectories and the summary histograms of mean altitude ( Figures 3B and 3C) , a large fraction of flies in each trial tended to fly at the height of the projected edge. Reversing the sign of the contrast (from light-above-dark to light-below-dark edges) had little effect on the flies' response ( Figure 3C ). This invariance to contrast sign is similar to that described for the fixation of a vertical stripe in course control [21] . Both this propensity to fly at the same altitude as a horizontal edge and the propensity to turn toward a vertical edge are cases in which an absolute set point is established by a visual feature.
To our knowledge, this is the first experimental evidence that freely flying animals adjust their altitude to the height of nearby *Correspondence: astraw@caltech.edu visual features. However, a prior study has shown that tethered houseflies regulate lift in response to the position of a horizontal stripe [22] in a way that is consistent with our results. Because of geometric considerations, vertical translation would not generate visual motion for an infinitely distant horizontal edge such as the earth's horizon. Instead, it is most likely that the edge response is used to approach and fly level with nearby visual objects, such as the tops of vegetation or nearby geological features.
To compare the relative importance of the edge-tracking reflex to the response predicted by the ventral optic flow regulator [15] , we performed a set of experiments that placed the two algorithms in direct conflict. The test was performed by quickly raising or lowering the height of a horizontal edge that a fly was tracking while simultaneously displaying high-contrast sinusoidal gratings on the arena floor (see Movie S2). For these experiments, it was not necessary to use the visual clamp technique, and other than the prescribed movement of the horizontal edge, the flies' state of sensory feedback was unaltered from natural closed-loop conditions. Our results unambiguously show that flies vertically track the altitude of the horizontal edge as it changes over time ( Figures 3D-3F ) and that, to do so, they must tolerate large changes in ventral optic flow velocity. If the flies regulated lift solely according to a ventral optic flow regulator model, they should have ignored the lateral stimulus and remained at the same altitude, because the visual pattern beneath them did not change. Although our results do not completely exclude the existence of a ventral optic flow regulator in Drosophila, they do indicate that its influence is small relative to the edge-tracking reflex.
Another model that relates altitude and ventral optic flow is motivated by the observation that bees maintain a constant ratio of altitude to forward speed during landing, suggesting that they slow to maintain a constant angular velocity beneath them during descent [23] . Although our experiments were not performed during landing and therefore do not directly test whether such a rule might be used by flies, we did not find any difference in the horizontal speed of flies flying at different altitudes in either the static (data not shown) or moving edge experiments ( Figure 3G ). One possible explanation for this lack of correlation across a population of flies is that each fly operates with a different gain factor relating forward velocity to altitude. However, additional analysis of flight segments from individual flies showed little correlation between altitude and horizontal speed on a moment-by-moment basis ( Figure S1 ).
Our second hypothesis for altitude control in flies is motivated by optomotor responses that compensate for unintended movement. Specifically, when surrounded by coherent vertical motion such as that induced by vertical translation, flies might compensate for such motion by changing climb rate. We tested for the presence of such a reflex by projecting vertically moving horizontal gratings onto the side walls of the arena and measuring the resulting changes in altitude. Earlier investigations showed that vertical movement on the retina results in syndirectional altitude changes in freely flying Drosophila hydei [8, 18, 24, 25] and lift force modulation in tethered Drosophila melanogaster [26, 27] , Musca domestica [28] , and the bumblebee Bombus terrestris [29] . Figure 4A shows that this stimulus induced strong ascent responses in flies presented with rapid upward motion. Further experiments at a range of stimulus velocities show that upward motion elicits stronger compensatory effects than downward motion ( Figure 4B ). One possible explanation for this response asymmetry is that the downward responses were counteracted by visually mediated floor avoidance. However, the asymmetry persisted when we repeated the experiments while projecting a uniform gray pattern on the floor rather than a grating ( Figure 4C ; Movie S3; Movie S4). Although presentation of a gray pattern does not remove all contrast cues, and insects possess strong contrast-gain mechanisms [30] , this result does suggest that the asymmetrical response was not due to ventral collision avoidance. A more likely possibility is that the flies simply produce a larger change in force in response to upward motion than they do in response to downward motion as a result of the physiological and aerodynamic properties of their flight control system, a view supported by experiments on tethered flies [28, 31, 32] . Despite such subtleties, our results support the hypothesis that flies stabilize wide-field vertical motion via changes in climb rate, analogous to the syndirection translational [ optomotor [6, 7] responses to horizontal motion. Unlike edge fixation, such reflexes cannot specify a particular height at which to fly, but they do stabilize altitude against perturbations.
To test the hypothesis that a collision avoidance mechanism operates in the vertical dimension in addition to the horizontal plane, we tracked the trajectories of flies while presenting (D) Schematic representation of moving-edge stimuli, which were light-below-dark edges that started from a height of 0.1 m and, other than the time of movement initiation, moved in a completely prescribed trajectory independent of the flies' own motion. High-contrast sinusoidal gratings were presented on the floor of the arena at two spatial frequencies (3.33 and 10 cycles m 21 ); we observed no difference, so the data are pooled.
(E) When a horizontal edge is moved up or down to a new location (starting just after t = 0), flies adjust their altitude to match that of the edge, whereas the ventral optic flow regulator model predicts maintenance of the original altitude because the floor pattern has not changed and remains stationary (n = 63-111).
(F) Means (6 SD) of data in (E) at t = 0 to t = 2. Letters denote groups of nonsignificantly different pairs (see Experimental Procedures) and show that the change in altitude is statistically significant for each condition in which the edge moved. (G) Stimulus height does not influence mean forward speed (6 SD) despite high-contrast floor. Data are from experiment shown in panels (E) and (F).
them with different patterns of ventral optic flow. When flies passed the central plane of the arena, a previously static transverse pattern would start moving to create an expanding pattern under the fly. The velocity of each grating was fixed in laboratory coordinates, and the center of the expansion was adjusted automatically to remain directly under the fly. Under these conditions, we found that flies in the lower half of the arena (z < 15 cm) climbed away from the expansion (Figures  4D and 4E ; Movie S5), whereas flies in the upper half of the arena exhibited no response (data not shown). Flies exposed to contracting stimuli and flies exposed to an instantaneous 180 phase jump of the stimulus showed no change in altitude compared to the control condition in which no stimulus motion occurred ( Figure 4E ). We repeated these experiments with the patterns rotated 90 so that they created longitudinal gratings. Again, flies within the lower 15 cm of the arena flew upward in response to ventral expansion ( Figure 4F ), but flies in the upper half of the arena did not. Three nonexclusive possibilities may explain why the expansion avoidance is only observed in lowflying flies. First, the angular extent of the arena floor, and thus the stimulus, may be insufficient to evoke avoidance in animals flying at high elevations. Second, the increased retinal extent of the stimulus when viewed by low-flying flies stimulated more laterally directed ommatidia, and perhaps the upward expansion response is mediated by circuit elements with more lateral receptive fields. Third, the spatial frequency content of the stimulus may be beyond the range of sensitivity for the high-flying flies. Although our experiments do not allow us to distinguish among these possibilities, it is clear that some ventral visual cues are sufficient to elicit upward motion. We also tested responses to coherent leftward and rightward motion, and although no altitude changes were observed, the ventral motion did induce a horizontal velocity response in the same direction as the motion (data not shown), consistent with the changes in ground speed noted in response to longitudinal ventral motion (Figure 2) . 
Discussion
We have shown that Drosophila flies establish an altitude set point on the basis of nearby horizontal edges and tend to fly at the same height as such features. This reflex is invariant to contrast sign, such that a light-to-dark edge is roughly as attractive as a dark-to-light edge. Flies respond to wide-field motion with syndirectional velocity changes such that vertical, forward, and lateral visual motions elicit movement in the same direction. Finally, flies also avoid strong ventral expansion, flying upward away from the stimulus in what may be interpreted as a collision avoidance reflex. Thus, flies use a combination of at least three sensory-motor reflexes to control their vertical motion during flight. For each of these components, a similar response is involved in the azimuthal control of steering, suggesting close parallels for the reflexes used to control altitude and those used to control horizontal steering. The steering reflexes used in walking and flying are similar (e.g., the stripe fixation [33] and wide-field stabilization [34] behaviors of walking Drosophila are similar to those described in flight), and presumably they evolved prior to those required to regulate altitude. The similarity of the sensory-motor algorithms in the horizontal and vertical domains suggests that the neural substrates for altitude control either converged upon or were co-opted from those that underlie steering.
What is the relevance of these reflexes for animals flying in natural environments? On the basis of our experiments with extended horizontal edges, we speculate that flies approach and fly level with nearby objects, such as vegetation, using the visual edge created by the top of such objects with the background. This reflex might simply provide a convenient local set point for altitude, but it might also increase the probability of landing near the top of such objects. Indeed, when we placed small solid cylinders in the middle of the flight tunnel, we observed that flies landed almost exclusively near the top (unpublished data). Recent experiments have demonstrated that when walking flies explore a 3D landscape, they also show a strong preference for the tops of objects [35] , suggesting that there may be some ethological advantage to elevated perches. In many situations, numerous horizontal edges of various sizes, contrasts, and distances will be visible to a flying fly, and our experiments do not offer insight into how flies choose among them, although comparison with object fixation by walking flies would suggest that animals may attend to the closest, fastest-moving edge [17] . Furthermore, the edgetracking behavior is only one of the altitude responses described in this study, and it is unclear how it would interact with the other visual-motor altitude control pathways that presumably operate in parallel.
Given the complex evolutionary history of insects and their diverse natural histories, we expect that other species may employ different algorithms for flight control. For example, although we found no evidence for ventral optic flow regulation of altitude in flies, honeybees do descend when presented with ventral regressive optic flow [16] and thus may employ such an algorithm. Furthermore, many species of insects appear to fly at a level altitude without use of any obvious nearby horizontal edges [36] or to travel hundreds of meters above ground during migration [37] , suggesting mechanisms beyond those described here. It will be interesting to discover how the rules used for altitude control vary with the particular life history of different species. Nevertheless, the identification of a large suite of algorithms in Drosophila will make possible their study at the cellular and behavioral levels using convenient genetic tools.
Experimental Procedures
Animals and Arena All Drosophila melanogaster flies were from a laboratory stock descended from a wild-caught population of 200 females. Flies were starved for 1-4 hr prior to the experiment and were introduced in a group of 12 into the arena (1.5 m 3 0.3 m 3 0.3 m, Figures 1A and 1B) . The flies were allowed to move freely in the arena for a period of 12-24 hr, during which time data were collected. Each experimental condition was performed on a minimum of three separately raised groups of flies.
Tracking
We tracked the 3D position of individual freely flying flies in real time (median latency: 39 ms). The tracking algorithm is described in detail elsewhere [38] . The arena was backlit with near-infrared (near-IR) illumination (850 nm) for tracking, and the tracking cameras were equipped with long-pass filters (Hoya R-72) to eliminate sensitivity to the moving visual stimuli.
Visual Stimuli, Visual Clamp Visual stimuli were generated using the Vision Egg software on a PC running Ubuntu Linux with an nVidia GeForce 8500 GT graphics card [39] . A Lightspeed Designs DepthQ projector with color filter wheel removed was used to project the patterns (120 Hz update rate), and the mean luminance of the arena walls and floor when the projector displayed midgray was 50 cd/m 2 . To enable precise specification of ventral optic flow, we wrote software to artificially subtract the effect of the fly's own movement from its visual input [11, 17, 40] . For example, in the 0 s 21 case, a 3D computer model of the floor was moved by the amount the animal moved to eliminate relative motion between the animal and stimulus (see Movie S1). The onset of a visual clamp trial was triggered by a fly passing through the central plane of the arena (x = 0). Because it remained unchanged in position relative to the fly (z stim in Figure 2B ), the floor model had to move in laboratory coordinates, and an image of this environment was then projected using the fly's current position such that, from the fly's perspective, the animal's own motion was cancelled. Our software compensates for motion in the upward (z) and forward (x) planes: first, horizontal position changes of the fly are cancelled by moving the grating horizontally by an equal amount, and second, vertical position changes are cancelled by adjusting the spatial frequency of the grating such that ascent and descent result in no changes to the angular spatial frequency of the grating image on the retina (Figures 2A and 2B) . It was not necessary to cancel lateral (y) motion, because the grating patterns have no contrast in this direction. Note that estimation and compensation for body or head angle are not necessary to cancel the visual effects of translational movements, and although we did not attempt to compensate rotational movement, doing so would require estimates of angle. Position error and tracking latency do introduce imperfections in the cancellation for translational motion. For example, in Figure 2C , the difference between the red line (real-time estimate) and the blue line (offline best estimate) of the first row causes the deviation of the actual stimulus (solid green line) to the desired stimulus (dotted green line). Latencies of the visual clamp are a sum of the tracking latency (median 39 ms) and visual stimulus generation latency (about 20 ms). The sensitivity of flies to this latency could be characterized by artificially increasing this latency. At the extreme of long latencies, the effectiveness of the visual clamp will break down and the experimental conditions will no longer compensate for the flies' own motion. One experiment showed that performance of walking flies in visual clamp (virtual open loop) with latencies of 100 ms is indistinguishable from that in true open loop, whereas latencies of 200 ms cause noticeable differences [17] . Control stimuli in the experiments shown in Figure 2 and Figure 4 were of two types. During the ''static'' condition, the stimulus was stationary, and thus the fly was in normal, closed-loop flight. At the onset of the 180 phase jump (''jump'') condition, the stimulus jumped 180 of phase at the trial onset but then remained stationary as in the static condition.
Other experiments in which motion was specified were not performed in visual clamp conditions. For the experiments with the stationary horizontal edges, the stimuli were constantly on and switched every 5 min. In this case, analysis was triggered by the flies crossing the central plane of the arena (x = 0), and the histograms in Figure 3 are of instantaneous fly altitude at that moment. The stimuli of Figures 4E and 4F moved for 1 s at a temporal frequency of 5 Hz relative to a stationary observer, chosen to be near the frequency eliciting maximum forward translational responses in an apparatus similar to the one used [11] .
The default spatial frequency for gratings was 10 cycles per meter. When a low spatial frequency was used, this was 3.33 cycles per meter. These frequencies were chosen because they lie within the range of maximum response for other visuomotor behaviors in a similar arena [11] .
Statistics
Each trajectory was treated as an independent sample, and because the tracking software did not maintain fly identity across extended durations of time, we could not test whether individual flies behaved consistently differently from other flies. Plots such as those in Figure 2F show mean 6 standard deviation, although data were not always normally distributed. All statistical comparisons were performed with the two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test. Statistically significant differences at the p = 0.05 level were calculated using the Bonferroni method for multiple hypothesis testing [41] . The results of the statistical comparisons are shown as statistically homogenous groups, as described elsewhere [35] . The software for computing statistically homogeneous groups is made freely available at http://astraw.github.com/pairs2groups/.
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